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(*) indicates the required items for those students only Going for a C”.

Introduction
(PLEASE READ)
As we have discussed in class, we will be working on a science fair project to share in class
and at Open House. Some students may also choose to enter their project in the Placer
County STEM EXPO and/ or the Sacramento Regional STEM Fair. Because this project is
involved, I want to provide plenty of time to work on it and ample opportunity to ask any
questions that arise.
We will be doing parts of a sample project in class. Students may use the sample project for
their project choice or one of their own. If your child is behind in their class work and will
not have the time to put into this project, they may want to choose, as their project, the one
we will be doing together. However, I think that they would get a lot more out of one from
their own choosing, though it would be more work.
Grading: (Also Refer to “Science Fair Requirements at a Glance” on Page 5)
•

Going for an "A+" and EXTRA CREDIT— Choose project topic of their own,
meet requirements for and enter the Sacramento Regional STEM Fair. These
students may also enter the Placer County STEM Fair for additional extra credit
and practice in preparation for the Regional Fair.

•

Going for an “A”— Choose project topic of their own, also meet fair requirements

•

Going for a “C”— Choose sample project above or one of their own, do minimum
requirements for in-class science fair.

Why do a science project?
A science fair project utilizes virtually all of the skills and arts that are usually taught
separately (sometimes not at all or without obvious "purpose") in many schools. When
brought to completion, the project is an amalgamation of reading, writing, spelling, grammar,
math, statistics, ethics, logic, critical thinking, computer science, graphic arts, scientific
methodology, self-learning of one or more technical or specialty fields, and public speaking
and defense in front of expert judges. Perhaps it is the only educational activity that allows
the students to teach themselves, to take from the established information what they need to
discover something exciting and new, and to identify and choose the tools that they need to
conduct their project.
Second, a science fair project can be self-validating and exciting because it is not just
practice, it involves real discovery of little known or even unknown information. It develops
personal power of importance in students, where perhaps none or little existed before. As a
result, an ordinary student is motivated to become an excellent student, and an excellent
student to become a scholar.
Finally, science fair projects can pay off in prizes, awards and can open doors of academic
opportunity. Well-done projects may lead to competition and awards at the Sacramento
regional fair.
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What is the “Purpose
of Parents”?
As a parent, you may ask yourself,” How can I help my child complete a commendable
science project?” For parents, science projects are often just another intrusion into an already
too hectic life. Even the simplest project consumes considerable amounts of precious free
time. Science projects, however, are one of those school assignments where parent assistance
is not only allowed, but encouraged (maybe even expected). You feel obligated to help, if
only to demonstrate your dedication to your child’s education. And you probably wouldn’t
mind, if you saw clear-cut objectives. “What, specifically, is my child specifically expected
to achieve?” For this reason I have put together this handbook to try and provide some of
that clarification. I have also added several resources to the “Research” link on our class
website (www.classhappenings.com) which provides detailed answers to your questions. If
you can’t find the answer you’re looking for, you may call or e-mail me directly. Of course,
parent-assisted projects often become parent-dominated projects. It’s really annoying to
attend the science fair and discover that some of the projects on display are at times
obviously NOT the work of a school-age child. Instead, the fair has become a competition
among parents. And, after all your hard work, you don’t win!
Most parents figure out quickly what they need to do to help their child complete a
successful project. The project may not rival those achieved by an overabundance of parental
assistance, but it will attain its purpose. PLEASE do assist your child, but let him/her do the
work. Many times, as a parent, you will be pleasantly surprised at the quality and quantity of
work your child can produce with a lot of encouragement and support from you.

General Suggestions
1)

Do NOT choose a topic which cannot be completed by the assigned due date. Be sure
you can get all equipment, subjects, and have the skills to do the experiment!

2)

Get started with research NOW! Begin w/ the Research link of the class website.

3)

Make sure your PROCEDURE really tests the question asked. Keep your TOPIC and
QUESTION very narrow... Don't try to answer everything. BE SURE YOU ARE
CHANGING ONLY ONE VARIABLE, AND HAVE GOOD CONTROLS!

4)

Always design experiments where MEASUREMENTS can be made-- length, volume,
mass, time intervals. Keep DATA (numbers, etc.) in TABLES AND CHARTS.

5)

Run many tests (as many experimental runs as possible!). Use large sample sizes... At
least 50 or 100 subjects is usually the minimum! You will need MANY REPEAT
EXPERIMENTS (at least 3 runs ) to really say whether or not a pattern exists. ONE
EXPERIMENT IS NOT ENOUGH!
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6)

If things do not go well, FEEL FREE to change your procedures... YOU ARE NOT
LOCKED INTO DOING THINGS ONLY ONE WAY. If at least 1 month is left before
the School Fair, you can even change your topic, with the teacher's Permission .

7)

If you can, try to apply a statistical test to your final results to determine HOW
SIGNIFICANT they are... Did results occur by RANDOM CHANCE, or is there a good
probability that a REAL PATTERN has resulted? To help in interpreting numerical data,
several statistical tests are available involving some mathematics. Some of the more
common tests are the Chi-square Test and the t-Test. Additionally, tests to determine
standard deviation, median, mode, average, etc., can be used. Consult your teacher ( if
they have a reference book on mathematical statistical tests) or seek out information
from either a math teacher or a consultant.

8)

Make sure this is a project that YOU ARE really interested in!

9)

The best projects are the ones that are unique. That is, they have not been done before. If
they have been, then put a unique twist on it.

10)

Projects should not test something that can easily be researched on-line.

11)

Finally, the best projects answer a real life problem. The information gained fro your
project should be able to be used either by you or others.
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Requirements at a Glance
OPTION

OPTION

OPTION SCIENCE FAIR

Going for a “C”

Going for an “A”

Going for an “A+” and
EXTRA CREDIT

I. Science Fair Report
• Title Page
• Table of Contents
• Introduction
• 4+ Research Paper
• Experiment Design
• Materials
• 15+ Procedures
• Experimental Results
• Conclusion
• Bibliography

I. Science Fair Report
• Title Page
• Table of Contents
• Abstract
• Acknowledgements
• Introduction
• 5+ Research Paper
• Experiment Design
• Materials
• 15+ Procedures
• Experimental Results
• Conclusion
• Recommendation
• Bibliography
• Appendix/ Journal

I. Science Fair Report
• Title Page
• Table of Contents
• Abstract
• Acknowledgments
• Introduction
• 7+ Research Paper
• Experiment Design
• Materials
• 15+ Procedures
• Experimental Results
• Conclusion
• Recommendation
• Bibliography
• Appendix/ Journal

II. Science Fair Report

II. Science Fair Report

II. Science Fair Report

CENTER PANEL
• Title
• Results & Graphs
LEFT PANEL
• Statment of Problem
• Hypothesis
• Materials/ Procedures
RIGHT PANEL
• Materials/ Procedures
• Conclusion

CENTER PANEL
• Title
• Results & Graphs
• Acknowledgements

CENTER PANEL
• Title
• Results & Graphs
• Acknowledgements

LEFT PANEL
• Abstract
• Statement of Problem
• Hypothesis
• Materials

LEFT PANEL
• Abstract
• Statement of Problem
• Hypothesis
• Materials

RIGHT PANEL
• Procedures
• Conclusion/
Recommendations
• Bibliography

RIGHT PANEL
• Procedures
• Conclusion/
Recommendations
• Bibliography
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Science Fair Report:
Directions & Explanations
I.

Correct Notebook: 3 ring, 1 inch notebook. No advertisements on the outside. A
window is fine. Solid color, preferably: dark blue, black, green, or white.

II.

Type all work with the same type style, font, 12-14 point, basic NON BOLD font,
upper and lower case type and double spacing so that it looks very professional.

III. SCIENCE FAIR REPORT: IN ORDER as follows:
1)* Title page:
Title of project, centered, professional appearance/typed. Contains the name
of your project (Students only going for an "A" or "C" need to include their
name as well).
2)* Table of contents:
Set up report and then type in the numbers for pages from this page forward. This is page 1.
3) Abstract:
Typed (upper and lower case). Maximum of 250 word summary of your project
containing: (a) Problem (b) Hypothesis (c) a brief description of the procedures
(d) Key results (e) Statement of Conclusion.

(*) indicates the required items for those students only Going for a C”.
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4) Acknowledgments:
Formal thank you to those that helped you with your project.
5)* Introduction: (minimum 1/2, maximum l page)
Description of the problem being investigated and how the experimenter selected
this problem; what reading or experience or process led to selection of this problem.
It will also have separate entries for the STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM and
your working HYPOTHESIS.
a) STATEMENT OF PROBLEM— This is a statement of what you hope to
discover, why you became interested in it, and how the results of your
experiment can be beneficial.
b) HYPOTHESIS— is an EDUCATED GUESS about the outcome (results) of
your experiment. It is what you think might happen when you do your
experiments... what effects or results do YOU expect, based upon your
BACKGROUND RESEARCH.
6)* Review of Literature (Research Paper):
• 7+ pages of good information well written, in student's own words; you must
know and understand what you are talking about.
• Standard margins, double line spaced, 14 point (Times) or 12 point (Helvetica)
type (for PC) 12 pt for Macs
• Written in third person
• Cite references for all specific information and facts that are not common
knowledge, for all quotations, and for all research results.
• Include numbered bibliography for all references used and cited; Place them in
ALPHABETICAL ORDER!!
Introduction
The introduction should briefly introduce the problem that you are researching.
Body of Paper
This should include all the information that you read about the problem you were
studying, all the information that helped you make an educated hypothesis, and all
the background information related to you general topic. Each section of your
Review of Literature should support the hypothesis that you came to.
Conclusion
Summarize the important information that was discussed in your body, that led you
to your final hypothesis.

(*) indicates the required items for those students only Going for a C”.
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7)* Experiment Design:
Type in outline form, not sentence form
I) VARIABLE TO BE CHANGED:
Example: The amount of aspirin to plants: 0 mg, 2 mg, 5 mg, 10 mg, 20 mg, 40
mg, 80 mg, 100 mg; amounts administered twice each day at the same time,
after dissolving in 25 ml of water.
II) VARIABLE TO BE MEASURED:
Example: Resulting average growth following aspirin administration and 3
weeks of growth time.
III) CONTROLS:
Example: Type of plants are all the same. 5 plants for each category.
a) Age of plants: all started at the same time
b) Same water and amount administered at the same time of day
c) Room temperature, amount of light, and soil the same for all plants
The control group would be : The group which never receives aspirin
IV) HOW MEASUREMENTS WERE DONE:
A brief statement explaining how you measured the result of your experiment.
8)* Materials List:
EVERYTHING you used!!!!
9)* Procedures:
Procedures are the step by step recipe of how you will perform you experiment! Be
very complete. Could someone in another state perform you lab EXACTLY as you did?
In complete sentences, written in past tense, write a minimum of a 15 step
procedure. Be specific, use diagrams, sketches, or photos if necessary. Do not
include steps involving library research, obtaining materials, writing reports, etc.
Start with the experiment itself. Tell how often and what you will be measuring. BE
DETAILED!! The procedures are so detailed that anyone reading them could
perform your experiments EXACTLY as you did them with EXACTLY the same
size, quantity, brands of equipment, subjects, etc.
Make sure you use a LARGE number of subjects/test runs in your experimentation
or the results will not be believable leaving the experiment useless.

(*) indicates the required items for those students only Going for a C”.
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10)*Experimental Results:
Write out what happened during your experiment. Tables, graphs, charts,
photographs, sketches, statistical analyses, and general descriptions of observations
are also included in this section (see example figures below). This written
description of the outcome to your experiments will require at least two pages.
Include variables to be measured, and data about the control group. Finally, if you
are going for an “A” or “A+”, graph must be done on the computer.

11)*Conclusions:
The conclusion summarizes, in about one page or less, what you discovered based
on your experimental results. The conclusion states the hypothesis and indicates
whether the data supports it. The conclusion can also include a brief description of
plans for exploring ideas for future experiments.

12) Recommendations:
What you have learned, and how you think you could do this experiment BETTER.
13)*Bibliography:
Write out bibliographic references in standard form for all resources used.
14) Appendix:
Data logs, rough, hand written, just how you recorded you data, or how your
questionnaires were done. This is the messy, just as you recorded it during the
experiment, data. INCLUDE EVERYTHING!!! You will also be graded on overall
neatness so be sure that your hard work is presented in a very professional manner!

(*) indicates the required items for those students only Going for a C”.
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Science Fair Display:
Directions & Explanation

Regional Science
Fair Categories
1.

Behavioral and Social Sciences

2.

Biological Sciences

3.

Energy & Transportation

4.

Physical Sciences

5.

Engineering

6.

Chemistry & Health

7.

Math & Computers

Refer to “Science Fair Topic Ideas” for ideas on what to do for a science fair.
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Sample Display Boards
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Parent Signature Letter
(Science Fair Handbook)
My child has read through the Science Fair Handbook and I have gone over it with him/
her. I am also aware that my child needs to choose a topic by this Friday.
STUDENT NAME: _________________________________
PARENT SIGNATURE:______________________________

I have provided several resource links on our web page (www.classhappenings.com) to
assist your child in research and writing the various sections of this science fair project. The
address above will take you to our home page. Once there, click on the “Research” link.
From this page your child has access to a variety of links to assist him/her with the project.
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